S E R V I C E U P D AT E

CSX SERVICE UPDATE
CSX remains relentless in its commitment to deliver the high level of service customers expect. To help ensure the
company’s capacity meets customer needs, CSX continues to focus on four critical areas: people, assets, infrastructure, and processes. This update details the company’s progress in adding crew and locomotive resources to enhance
safety, service,and efficiency, and to facilitate growth.
WINTER WEATHER UPDATE
Over the past two weeks, severe winter storms pummeled the company’s Northern Tier, temporarily impeding efforts
to improve service and network fluidity.
In response, CSX utilized its Winter Preparedness and
Response Plan to help the company successfully mitigate the
operational impacts of these winter storms. Proactive measures
defined by the Plan enabled the company to pre-position snow
removal equipment, make alternate crew hauling arrangements,
and supplement resources in key locations to lessen the impact
of the extreme weather. Through these efforts, CSX reduced
the short-term service impacts of the storms and lessened the
potential for ongoing operational issues like those that hampered service performance during last year’s winter storms.
By way of example, CSX and the rail industry reacted quickly
to the recent snowstorm that dropped 19.3 inches of snow on
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport (the fifth-highest total recorded there since the late 1800s). With last year’s
winter and growth-related service challenges in Chicago, the industry’s Chicago Transportation Coordination Office,
or CTCO, recently revised its escalation protocol to enable a fulsome response. A key element of this protocol is a
thorough, real-time “operating condition” assessment which, in turn, triggers increasing levels of operational response.
From January 31 to February 1, the CTCO rapidly escalated the Alert Level from Green (where it had been for the prior
three months) to Yellow to Red. During Alert Level Yellow and Alert Level Red events, CTCO-participating carriers
must decrease traffic into the city by at least 15 percent and 25 percent, respectively. CSX anticipated the alert status
elevation and took advance action to reroute trains away from the Chicago gateway, lessening the potential negative
impact of the storm on interchange fluidity. Contributing to CSX’s success was the company’s ability to utilize the new
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Smithboro interchange to tactically reroute traffic around the storm-affected areas. This enabled smooth interchange
with BNSF throughout the winter weather event. CSX also expanded its use of the existing connection in East St. Louis
to further avoid Chicago for interchanges with Union Pacific.
The Alert Level improved to Yellow on February 6, and successfully returned to Green, on February 9.

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS
Locomotives – Adding locomotives drives up on-time performance, aids in network fluidity, and supports
ongoing growth
Locomotives remain CSX’s most strained resource. To combat this challenge, the company continues to supplement
its fleet by adding units through rebuilds, heavy repairs, leases, and new purchases. CSX has made significant progress in these areas through the first six weeks of 2015:
•

Added nine new units, with two more to be received this week; CSX will add a total of 200 new units in 2015

•

Returned 17 locomotives to the active fleet through heavy repair and rebuild programs

•

Added another 17 leased engines to temporarily supplement the fleet as the company brings on new, rebuilt,and
repaired units throughout the year

Additionally, CSX’s continued investment in its locomotive repair and servicing capabilities — including re-opening
the Chicago facility, enhancing the Buffalo service center, and adding an additional shift in Cincinnati — is producing
positive outcomes. Despite the seasonal temperature changes
that often result in increased locomotive failures and higher
out-of-services rates, through the first part of 2015 the company’s
locomotive out-of-service rate has remained considerably below the
level experienced last winter (see chart).
CSX is confident that the substantial increase in its active fleet,
coupled with its efforts to reduce locomotive out-of-service rates,
will help propel service improvements throughout 2015.

Crews – The ability to deploy additional train crews, especially in key geographies, increases on-time originations,
improves on-time arrivals at customer destinations, and reduces terminal dwell
The operational benefits of CSX’s intensive conductor hiring effort are materializing and gaining momentum. Thus far in
2015, CSX has promoted approximately 175 newly qualified conductors and 40 new engineers to active duty from the
company’s training pipeline. By the end of April, CSX anticipates conductor and engineer promotions for 2015 to exceed 800 and 250, respectively, providing much needed resource additions to fuel service improvements and prepare
for future growth.
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RECENT SERVICE DEVELOPMENTS
As the map below illustrates, in addition to the capital investments CSX is making in its infrastructure, the company
continues to invest in the railroad through ongoing maintenance programs. Although these programs can temporarily
impact train performance along specific segments of the network, they are integral to safe, efficient, and reliable rail
service to customers. The map also visually indicates locations where CSX has experienced line-of-road and terminal
congestion over the past two weeks. Please note that given the progress made to improve line-of-road fluidity over
the past few months, the criteria for line-of-road congestion has been changed. A line-of-road segment will now show
as congested if it is performing at less than 85 percent of 2013’s volume-adjusted velocity. Previously, the benchmark
was set at the lower threshold of 70 percent of 2013’s volume-adjusted velocity.

